November 19, in the frosty Saturday, to the center of culture "Ural" flocked to real music lovers and children's creativity. We also got the "message of Saturn" and now it is our duty to decipher it and to convey to our readers.

Jazz musical "The message of Saturn" gathered in the Center "Ural" culture full big hall in anticipation were both children and adults. We asked around who had come to the show, that they led. The main reasons were: "I came to see a friend," "I'm interested in music, and it is also a children's performance, ie, it play my age guys "," I'm curious to see what are my classmates," "I'm interested in everything that is connected with the children's creativity, my son is a little, but then I plan to send him to art school ", - the interest of the public was high. Interest heated and telescope that viewers have seen on stage in front of a closed curtain - so space theme has been set.

Thus, the action began. "The message of Saturn" showed all the characteristics of a musical genre: music - live orchestra, the story - the staging, the vocal - choral and solo numbers, dancing. Theater troupe, consisting of pupils of Children's music school №1 them. MP Frolova (pop vocal), and exemplary theatrical group "Commonwealth Farandole" from Ekaterinburg children's art school №4 «ArtSozvezdie" failed in their task as if they are already more than a decade playing together on stage.
In the story of three curious kids witness the fall to Earth seven asteroids that pass them the message of Saturn, the Milky Way galaxy that kills. In Mary Lou and William has no other choice but to go save the world. Big Boo (Big Bang) explains to children that everything comes from the fact that they do not play music, they do not even know what the blues.

Each of the characters goes the way of development. Lu (the role of Sasha tubulin), serious girl, taking a great interest in science, recognizes that in addition to the laws of the physical world, there is the inner world of the soul: the force of attraction is not only gravity but also the music, and the key to unlocking the mysteries of the universe may be lurking in the man, its history, that affects his soul. In the end, Lu sings "Subatomic particles do not make a man a man."

William (played the role of Arthur Kalimulov), not a very serious young man learns to admit their feelings, learn not to be afraid to express themselves, including through creativity. He not only knows what the blues, but also realizes that his playing the harmonica can help him, and the world around them to overcome the difficulties: "I go through life, and when I feel sad, I think of a song that already know because this song already sounds in the shower."
Mary (the role of Victoria Semenova) learns to dialogue, to listen to the interlocutor, to find compromises, she talks with all the constellations and finds the cause of the disorder: all violated when parties can not agree. No rhythm, no harmony, no harmony or melody can not exist in the music alone. Music for All is born collectively: important and those who compose, play, and those who listen.

We tried on the stage not only children, jazz band and string section consisting of professional musicians under the direction of one of the authors of the musical - Eli Yamin, weave music into the story, she was one of the binders heroes of history, because it is the key that unearthed heroes laws and viewers around the world. Eli Yamin, jazz musician, composer and music teacher, was on the stage with all: he conducted, sang, played the piano. This is the case when the transfer of creative experience comes in the course of the general collective affairs.

Rhythm, harmony, harmony, melody - the elements of the art world. Metaphorically responsible for the rhythm of the earth signs - they are the foundation, the backbone of music. The guys who played the earth signs, were dressed in yellow. Swing, harmony - a field of activity the
element of water, blue. About harmony - a move that fills the void told air signs. Melody, broadcasting history, emotion - it's fire. It is noteworthy that these elements play the same guys feel all the components of music. The key to resolving the situation has become a common song that opens the door and save the galaxy.

Traveling from constellation to constellation of the Milky Way, the guys find out what is in the blues, how important music is in a person's life, learn empathy, learn to hear his inner world, know what heartache, true friendship, love, loss. The most important discovery is becoming something that anyone, you, your friend or foe - it is a separate galaxy valuable, existing together with others.
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